PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SERIES:

TIPS from Maine based Artist on SOCIAL MEDIA & EMAIL MARKETING
Shannon Rankin
www.artistshannonrankin.com // selflesh.etsy.com & facebook.com/selflesh
In the same way I am constantly refining my process as an artist, which is a slow and ongoing evolution, I’ve allowed the way I
promote my work to grow and shift organically over the years. With no overall plan or expectations, I just dove right in.
In 2005 I opened a Flickr account as a way to document my process and progress in the studio. When I committed to posting
regularly I found it was a way for me to look at my work more objectively, learn from my mistakes and be able to see what’s
working and what isn’t. Psychologically it was almost as if I was accountable to those who were looking, even though it was
originally a documentation for myself.
I’m pretty honest about what I post (including my successes and failures) but that’s what Flickr is FOR ME. I also include
photographs from my daily life which makes it more personal and probably helps viewers relate and feel more connected to me. I
know I feel that way when I can peer into their daily lives as well. Relationships with people all over the world emerge, and that’s
all kinds of amazing!
If you want your work to be discovered be sure to post often, follow others who inspire you, join groups, and don’t forget to tag
your images.
I think there is something about putting it all out there publicly. Some artists tend to be very private about the work they are
making, and want to keep it close for fear someone will copy them. I find that by putting my work out there I am owning it and I
believe sharing with others is an opportunity to advance the evolution of art and ideas.
I started a Facebook fan page for my Etsy shop and have frequent giveaways (approximately once a month) which certainly leads to
sales over time but I have them because I enjoy the interaction with fans, and I genuinely enjoy giving things away. When I have
giveaways, I try to ask questions that engage my viewers so that they feel inspired to participate. These relate in some way to what
I am giving away and I love reading their responses. (Examples of some questions below).
What is it you love most about your partner or loved one? What will you do if you win? Will you keep them for yourself or share?
Have you ever traveled to the Arctic or Antarctica? If not, would you ever want to? Do you have a favorite geometric shape?
What kind of bird are you? Where is the most beautiful place you have ever been?
When I post my giveaways I ask fans to click the share button and spread the love which seems to help find even more fans.
It’s good to give a shout out to those who blog about your work by posting a screenshot and include a link back to their site which
might generate some new interest for them too. It’s important to be considerate and share the love!
It can be easy to get caught up in self promotion via the many social media outlets but the most important thing is the work so get
back in the studio!
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Diane Toepfer of Ferdinand
ferdinandhomestore.com // FB as ferdinand ferdinand ferdinand // Etsy as etsy.com/ferdinandhome
1) Do what you can manage and keep it fun for yourself. There's a lot of platforms to choose from (Pinterest, Facebook, twitter,
blogging, etsy treasuries, message boards, flicker, youtube, instagram…) so do some research and see what works for you and your
temperament. For Ferdinand I choose Facebook because I can upload pictures and don't have to write very much ‐ plus I can do it
spontaneously and randomly ‐ unlike blogging and vlogging that seem to demand consistent attention. Of course you can do them
all ‐ but I know I am limited so I pretty much just stick with Facebook and a few random videos on you tube and a few treasury lists
on etsy ‐ both of which I link to Facebook.
2) Censor yourself! The feeling of success and happiness and excitement (or whatever you are trying to portray) is not necessarily
what is really going on in your mind. Sometimes I feel like "where is everybody!??" but I might say "here's what's new and
exciting!" I have found that people really turn off if there is any hint of need or obligation. They only are on my side if I am an
underdog that they identify with and want to help.
3) People are overloaded so don't take it personally if you get little immediate response. I have found social media mostly just
keeps me in peoples mind so that if they want what I have they remember me ‐ occasionally people see a post and come in or buy
online that second but it is becoming less and less often. Driving sales in a quantitative way is hard to discern, but my feeling is that
when people get to know you and like you, they want to support you, and EVENTUALLY they do, or they do in their minds. (this leads
to point 3a) ‐ Popular support is not necessarily financial.
4) Tweak, adapt, evolve and check the data. Make a plan based on some instinct or assumption, and try it out ‐ but I find it is
important to watch and listen and see if your instincts and assumptions really are working with the data. If you look at point 3) you
can see that it is hard to tell. There's all kinds of theories about creating demand by making things "limited time only" or some
other urgent need to drive sales. I don't find these things work on my customers tho I have tried it all. I keep trying new tricks ‐ it's a
moving target so what used to work might not anymore, but some new idea might…
5) Pay attention to your customer base ‐ because it changes! I am learning that my customer base has changed radically even in
the past 2 years. By stalking your viewers you can learn a lot. On etsy there is a feature where you can see who "favorites" your
items and see what else they "favorite". Well ‐ it turns out that I really dislike the majority of my etsy customer's taste! So what do
I do? How do I appeal to someone who I don't understand? This is my latest dilemma. Your customers are not necessarily like you
or like one another, but if you can learn about them you can possibly tweak what your doing to be more successful. Of course
staying true to yourself and your artistic aesthetic and morals are important ‐ but that's another top 5 list!
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Kyle Bryant
kylebryant.net // Twitter & Instragram KB_Prints
Your email list is your foundation: Maintain an up to date email list with regular message updates and new content. Either once
a week or once a month send an email out to your base audience. This email can contain a new piece you created, an invitation
to an opening or any other relevant information, send these emails with some consistency so your audience knows that you are
staying busy and including them in the final outcome.
Only put people who want to receive updates from you on your email list: Just because you bought a bicycle wheel off of
someone on craigslist it doesn't mean that they want to hear from you two years later about a new exhibit. Make sure that the
people who receive your emails actually want to hear from you because there are few things more frustrating than getting a
"please unsubscribe me from your emails" response after you sent out something that you were excited about.
Choose one social media platform: While it might be tempting to set up your facebook, instagram, twitter and tumblr on the
same day, you're probably not going to be able to post quality content on all of them without sacrificing your productivity in other
aspects of your life. Most platforms can be integrated into your other accounts through plugins so choose one and connect that to
the rest of your accounts. Personally I use instagram (KB_Prints) and then link my posts to Facebook
(facebook.com/KyleBryantArt) or twitter (KB_Prints). This allows me to create content and easily post it to other sites with no
extra effort.
Create relevant posts, delete the old ones: If you have over a thousand posts on twitter it's likely that your important posts are
getting lost with things that might not have as much relevance. You can control this by deleting posts that don't support your
goals. There is no problem with posting your lunch if you want your friends to see it, but if someone is focusing on your lunch
instead of your new painting then you're missing your target. Leave these kinds of posts up for a short period, and once they
reach their maximum audience delete them to keep your page looking relevant to its description.
Keep your follower/followed ratio about even: Social media pages can be fickle and superficial so keep the amount of people
that you follow near or below the amount of followers you have. Unless you're a celebrity then you should follow back while
using discretion. You don't want to follow someone just because they followed you if you don't like their content, but you don't
want to go follow everyone with the word "Art" in their description either. People you followed will see right through your
desperate attempt to get followers so choose people you are actually interested in following.
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JACK TAR 207 jacktar207.tumblr.com // www.facebook.com/JackTar207 // Twitter @JackTar207
LK Weiss: Founder / Tee Tappan: Photographer / LuzMarina Serrano: Stylist / Shana Natelson: Location Scout, Assistant
Jack Tar 207 is about style in Maine. We shoot people we find interesting, who have a unique style that ties them to this city and
this state. Some people reach out to us and want to be featured, but most often we seek out our models based on their personal
sense of style, how they wear their clothing, how it relates to place, how place informs and inspires our choices around clothing.
Capitalizing on all the things you can do for free with social media is key. Timing is also key. To begin, we set up a Facebook fan
page and a Tumblr blog. The tumblr blog is directly linked to a Jack Tar twitter account. Each day, we first post to the FB page. From
there, we post the same image with a slightly different caption on the blog (with a link to our FB page). From the blog (which
automatically posts to Twitter), we pin the image to Pinterest on 2‐3 boards, depending on the type of image. That whole process is
done 2‐3 times daily. (It sounds time consuming, but it really only takes about 3 minutes unless your specialty is writing, then expect
to spend more time.)
Jack Tar is only 5 months old, so we are still learning and growing. We currently have 636 fans on our Facebook page and over 450
followers on tumblr. Our Facebook information reaches 2,000‐4,000 people each week, and some of our blog posts have been
reblogged almost 200 times each, already. Here are some tips that we’ve learned so far.
1. ALWAYS post original content. Try not to reblog/repost content from other pages. If you see something interesting somewhere
else that ties into your work, create your own spin on it. Make it unique—the view from your eyes, not someone else's. Once you’ve
posted on your fan page and done all the other posts listed above, “share” the post on your own personal page. (Either the FB fan
page post or your blog post. Either one is fine, to direct more traffic there)
2. Post twice a day or more. The more you post, the more integrity your site builds and search engines recognize that. It’s called
SEO, search engine optimization. More posts = more views. Jack Tar 207 posts twice a day at roughly 10:30am and 2:30pm, and
sometimes a third post late at night so people on the west coast see it. Think about times that people are at work and online but
need a break from work and are looking at blogs and FB—probably not at 9am, and probably not at dinner time, right?
3. Post photographs. (Original ones!) This can be of your work, your process, something you see that inspires you, something you
brought on a trip to eat that fared well after 100’s of miles of travel‐ people love details—personal ones. It makes them feel a part
of your world, like you’re sharing a moment. That feels special. In addition, some people just aren’t in the mood to read. So, posting
a photo with a short caption may be all it takes to grab their attention.
4. Include your logo or some sort of link back to your post/blog. In today’s blogging world, original photos you post will get
reblogged thousands of times. No one will know/care where it came from if there is no link back to you. We learned this a little
late in the game. A feature was done on one of us by another style blog, and we hadn’t yet started putting logos on the work.
Before we knew it, the photos had gone somewhat viral‐ other blogs, pinterest, etc‐ but there was absolutely no link back to Jack
Tar. So use something. If not a logo, a small web address in the corner. But be tasteful about placement and size. The image is the
most important thing. The link/logo/web address is secondary. No need to put a giant watermark right in the middle.
5. Stay positive!! Ever notice how when people post something negative about their day on FB, hardly anyone likes it? Same goes
with blogging and having a fan page. Stay positive, post things that will invoke likes and reposts. Certainly not your experience at
the dentist, right? Begin positive, end positive. We can’t stress that point enough. Negativity will turn people away, as can strong
opinions. We realize this may seem contrived. But, from our experience, it’s what works. Positivity brings positive results.
6. And one extra tip! “Like” other blogs and facebook businesses/pages. And then, go on to like posts, photos, and updates from
them. This not only makes you look friendly, plugged in, involved and interested, it also puts you on their radar and helps your blog
gain interest. Even reaching out and sending quick notes to page administrators saying you enjoy their work, and would like to stay
connected or do a feature trade‐ the more networking you do, the more recognition you’ll get!
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Tanja Hollander
areyoureallymyfriend.com // facebookportraitproject.com // twitter/instagram: @tanjahollander
facebook.com/are.you.really.my.friend // areyoureallymyfriend.tumblr.com // #BeTheArt
EMAIL MARKETING
Email is still the most valuable way to communicate.
1. Use an email service, like MailChimp
2. Keep it brief and provide links, DO NOT SPAM.
Start with few sentences, and then add a READ MORE link. Try to keep it under 5 hyperlinks per post or paragraph.
3. List maintenance ‐ Keep your list(s) clean.
This includes making sure that people who are on your list know and want to be on it.
4. Craft your message: what is it about ‐‐ an exhibition? a call to action?
5. Think about the frequency of your message. Every month, once a every three months?
SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media is a media in itself.
1. Be authentic and engaging. Don’t talk at people, talk with people.
2. Find your voice on Social media site and have smaller presence other ones.
3. Cross posting images is helpful. ex: Instagram to Facebook
4. It’s a great opportunity for people to see your work and the work in progress.
5. Be consistent across platform
NEXT STEPS 1. How are you managing your presence? Use a service or apps like Hootsuite. 2. Set up Google Alerts
#Hashtags carry over into Tumblr, Instagram, Pinterest & Twitter
1. Choose wisely, do your research.
Make sure that someone else isn’t already using or make sure it’s something you feel comfortable being associated with.
2. Make sure it’s not too long and identifies well with you or your project
3. Don’t be mean or negative. Stay positive.
And REMEMBER ‐ If it’s on the internet, it’s on the internet forever!
Also, it is the first time that barriers are broken between artists/dealer/critic/curator/collector. Dealers are not the gate keepers
anymore so you have an opportunity to network ‐ but like in real life, don't spam them with friend requests in the same way you
wouldn't spam them with meeting requests.
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